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Introduction 
 
First and foremost, there exists no universally recognized method to determine what a royalty 
should be.  Each legal jurisdiction has its preferred method(s), and tax considerations, however 
with the globalization of markets, multi jurisdictional business relationships, and the liquid-like 
flow of technology, it is difficult to assert one jurisdiction’s preferred method(s) over another.  In 
this article, we will briefly examine several factors that influence the determination of royalties. 
 
This article does not however purport to be a detailed treatise on the subject of royalties, but 
rather an overview or “check list” of things to consider when negotiating royalties in relation to 
intellectual property rights3. 
 
Royalties are generally determined according to the “Law of Offer and Demand” In the case of 
royalty determination, the two main components of this Law are “anticipated profitability” and the 
parties’ respective “negotiation power”.  A party’s negotiation power can be evaluated by 
establishing whether there are any viable alternatives to the intellectual property sought, and if 
so, at what cost? 
 
 
What is targeted? 
 
In securing or granting rights to a technology, it is of utmost importance to understand the 
nature of the rights sought after.  In most cases, both the licensee and the owner have a vested 
interest in protecting the technology and/or brand that will be shared by the licence. 
 
Therefore, one of the first questions one must ask is whether or not this technology is 
protectable by Patent or otherwise.  If so, the parties’ must choose between the disclosure of 
the “invention” by filing a patent application in exchange for a 20 year monopoly (from the date 
of filing), or protecting it by leaving it within the realm of “know-how” or “industrial secret” thereby 
avoiding revealing its inner workings. 
 
Once this determination has been made, the next question should be at what stage of 
development is the technology and whether there exist any prototypes?  This will usually 
indicate what research and development investments will be required and by whom, thereby 
helping to clarify the risk sharing factor.  
 
If the technology is patentable, and the owner has already proceeded to file a patent application, 
it is important to determine at what stage the application is (i.e. whether the patent has been 
issued, or is still pending).  Again, this will help to determine the risk sharing factor and whether 
or not the licensee will be “expected” to participate in the patent process, and in what capacity.  
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Although in the case of a technology license, the main focus of protection is usually patent 
protection, there exist other targets or intellectual property such as (1) the related trade-marks 
attached to the existing or potential goodwill; (2) copyright attached to any works created in 
relation to the technology (i.e. software, manuals, etc.) and (3) possible industrial designs that 
may flow from the technology. 
 
Once the nature of the rights identified, one must determine the legal relationship between the 
parties.  To this end, there are several categories of legal arrangements or contracts that can 
help manage the relationship. 
 
 
Types of Contracts 
 
The most common types of arrangements generating royalties are: licence agreements; 
franchise agreements; research & development agreements; joint-venture, strategic alliance or 
collaboration agreements, “acquisitions”, and training agreements. 
 
 
“Value” of the Intellectual Property 
 
After the legal frame work has been determined, the next step is to value the intellectual 
property.  Sadly, there exists no “perfect” evaluation method: it is often a form of “futurology” 
combining elements of development costs, discounted cash-flow and earn-outs requiring the 
assistance of experts in the field such as specialized accountants or actuaries.  
 
 
Other Financial considerations 
 
In addition to the valuation of the intellectual property, one must take into account other financial 
considerations when establishing how to pay the royalties.  Will it be in the form of a single fixed 
amount?  Will there be a licence fee with scheduled payments or based on attaining certain 
milestones in the research and development?  Alternately, will there be a “per unit” or “per use” 
fee?  How will the parties manage, both strategically and financially, lawsuits relating to the 
intellectual property? 
 
 
Other Contractual Factors 
 
In contemplating the contractual arrangement between the parties, one must take into account 
several considerations.  Among such considerations is the possibility of cross licensing and 
cross collateralization, with the ensuing cross default clauses and penalties.  Another 
consideration is whether the license is exclusive or not.  Normally, exclusive licenses fetch 
higher royalties since they limit the owner’s revenue capacity by putting all of his proverbial eggs 
into one basket.  Additionally, we verify whether there will be an exchange of wares and/or 
services that may ease the licensee’s cash flow situation.  Finally, one must also consider 
disbursement reimbursement in relation to securing and maintaining protection, technical 
support/marketing/development and/or litigation. 
 
 
Determining a Royalty 
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A royalty is a form of profit sharing resulting from the use of the licensed intellectual property.  
The ideal situation would see the licensee share the actual profits earned.  This is however 
unrealistic since the owner has no control over the licensee’s operations, real losses are always 
possible, accounting rules allow a certain “flexibility” in calculating profits and there is always the 
possibility of un-booked sales or inflated expenses.  There is however a solution to the problem.  
One can estimate the “probable gross profitability”.  The parties can then share the “probable 
gross profitability” according to what seems reasonable (20% to 33% of the profitability to the 
owner, the remainder to the licensee).  The royalty is then calculated based on an amount 
equivalent to the “net sales”.  For example, in the case of software sold with an 80% gross 
profit margin: a reasonable royalty would be between 16% (20% of 80%) and 26% (33% of 
80%) of the net sales.  Another example, in the case of produce sold with a 10% gross profit 
margin: a reasonable royalty would be between 2% (20% of 10%) and 3.3% (33% of 10%) of 
the net sales.  For the purposes of this exercise, the definition of “net sales” is an amount 
invoiced to a “client” (an arms length third party) for all “products” and/or “services” and 
accessories thereto.  Factored into the net sales are price exclusions such as returns, credits for 
defective products not returned, shipping and handling, sales taxes and customs charges, 
promotion/marketing allowances, discounts, commissions, bad debt, royalties, and other fees 
and credits. 
 
 
Controls 
 
Negotiators will often build several types of controls into the contractual arrangement between 
the owner and the licensee in order to protect the owner’s interests and counter balance his lack 
of control over the licensee’s operations.  These controls can take the form of minimum royalty 
payments, minimum sales, minimum promotional expenses, sales reports, and audits. 
 
 
Tax Reserves 
 
Last but not least, careful consideration must be paid to the whole tax question, especially when 
dealing with cross jurisdictional agreements.  Normally, the tax burden rests with the licensee.  It 
is always wise for the licensee to take reserves on the payment of income taxes since, in 
Canada, for example, it is the licensee who is liable for the payment of income taxes to 
Revenue Canada and Revenu Québec (a 2nd time!) if a foreign owner does not pay its Canadian 
income taxes.  Furthermore, the Canadian tax system works on an income percentage basis 
and the tax rate varies according to established tax brackets.  It is always advisable to have tax 
advisors review any tax clauses included in the contractual arrangement. 
 
 
Albeit not a detailed article, we hope that these pointers will be useful to you in preparing the 
groundwork to negotiate royalties relating to intellectual property rights.   
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